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At I&A Headquarters: SLTT Fellows will work alongside I&A
employees and participate in a two-year education, training, and
field application in an intelligence enterprise function area designed
to increase collaboration between DHS and SLTT partners, bridge
gaps and foster relationships at the Fusion Centers for information
and intelligence sharing.
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Eligibility

This fellowship is available for current employees in a midto senior level from a SLTT agency that possess a working
knowledge of the terrorism and homeland security
information needs of the SLTT partners. Applicant should
have at least five years of experience:
• In one or more of the following areas: law enforcement,
fire service, multiagency task forces, long-term
investigations, public safety/health, intelligence,
critical infrastructure, or information
sharing/homeland security. First responder
experience is highly desirable.
• Conducting research and analysis to product
intelligence assessments for the SLTT community;
interpreting investigative information and extrapolating
data for analysis, evaluation, and dissemination
to appropriate officials; and identifying trends and
knowledge gaps relating to terrorist plans, intentions,
and capabilities for the SLTT community. Fusion
center experience is highly desirable.
Fellows who do not reside within reasonable proximity to
Washington, DC will be provided temporary quarters in
the Washington, DC metropolitan area. I&A will cover the
following expenses:
• Travel costs and 75% of the Per Diem rate.
• Incidental/miscellaneous expenses.
• Lodging.
• Four (4) trips home per year to coordinate deliverables.

Goals/Deliverables

Fellows will assist I&A in enhancing strategies
for information and intelligence sharing and building
capacity, then bring their fellowship experience back into
the field. In addition, Fellows at both locations will also
have the opportunity as part of this program to:
• Represent and advocate for SLTT information
requirements.
• Identify information within the scope of the
DHS Intelligence Enterprise that is of interest to
SLTT partners.
• Gain practical experience and understanding of the
relationship between national homeland security
efforts and the Intelligence Community.
• Develop networking relationships.
All applications must be submitted electronically to
IA.Fellows@hq.dhs.gov and will be reviewed at the end
of each month for positions in the I&A Fellows Program.
Please use I&A Fellows Program Application
in the Subject Line.
• Résumé indicating employment and educational
background.
• Letter of recommendation from your department
or agency head, as applicable, acknowledging the
time commitment associated with and support for
participation in the 2 year program at I&A and the
Fusion Center.
• Participation requirements addressing objectives
for cross-training, SLTT perspective, strengthening of
partnerships, and Fusion Center participation objectives.
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Accommodations

Application Process
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